The operating
system for lawyers.

®

Introducing the first collaborative case
management platform for litigators.
BROCHURE

Case Management &
Analysis
Introducing a revolutionary case management and
analysis platform for lawyers. Everchron brings
together all of the information you need in a
collaborative workspace for your entire team. And it
does it in a way that's fast, effective, and intuitive.
Investigation
Complaint
Document Discovery
Depositions
Motions
Trial
Appeal

Going beyond e-discovery
Everchron helps your team organize, analyze and

Master the facts
of your case

discuss key information throughout the life of a case,
from the complaint to depositions, motions, trial and
appeals.

Everchron creates a timeline of a case's key
documents and data, drawing intelligent connections
to witness testimony, facts and issues that reflect
and reveal critical information about the case.

The Benefits

Trial mindset from the beginning of a case
Improved client communication and access
Increased efficiency
Better internal communication

Chronology
Everchron connects your key documents, facts, and
witnesses in a dynamic chronology that is always up
to date.

E-discovery finds the
needles, we manage them
Everchron takes over where document review tools
leave off, allowing you to perform a deeper analysis
of your documents, facts and witnesses. Go beyond
rote issue tagging and work with your documents in
a robust platform built for legal and factual analysis.

Build your chronology
as a team
Work as a team to categorize, summarize and tie
together your key documents. Designed by lawyers
to work the way that lawyers actually work,
Everchron leverages information that is input into the
system so you can more efficiently analyze casecritical information.

Trial mindset
from the outset
Easily search through the entire case to uncover a
cohesive case story and analyze connections
between events, documents, and witnesses. With
one click, instantly filter your chronology down from
all key documents, to just the hot documents, or

Preserve team
knowledge

down further to any relevant issue or witness.

Too often, one or two attorneys on your team are
responsible for the facts of the case. Everchron
preserves your team’s best ideas and work product
for everyone’s benefit, throughout the life of a case.

The Benefits

Build your chronology collaboratively
Unprecedented transparency for clients
Immediate access to key documents

Master File
Until now, master files have been unwieldy and
tedious to search. Everchron is designed to make
reviewing and searching a case’s master file faster
and easier than ever before.

Built for complex litigation
Everchron is built for cases of all sizes including the
largest, most complex cases with multiple dockets
and numerous parties.

Instantly find your
case documents
Everchron provides an intuitive filing system for all of
your case documents - pleadings, motions,
discovery, transcripts, correspondence and court

Automated with
Docket Sync

orders. You can quickly filter your master file to find
exactly what you need without the typical noise in a
document management system.

Everchron’s Docket Sync feature allows users to sync
up their matters with any docket on PACER as well as
proceedings before the ITC, PTAB or TTAB.

Advanced Viewer
Everchron’s advanced viewer allows you to instantly
review, download, comment and share your case
documents.

The Benefits

Instant retrieval of any case document
Intuitively organized for litigation
Always up-to-date access for clients

Profiles
Preparing for depositions and witness examinations
can be time consuming. Everchron automates the
tedious part of witness prep, so you have more time
for analyzing, outlining and drafting.

Advanced analytics
Everchron makes connections between witnesses
based on their involvement in the case, their
relationships with each other and other pertinent
facts and issues.

Automatically
generated
Witness files are automatically generated and
optimized, by connecting individual witnesses with
related evidence and case documents.

Unified
witness file
Witness files in Everchron link with other key
documents, such as filings and depositions, so you
get a unified picture of their testimony and relevance
to the issues in the case.

Instant binders
Our intelligent system brings together related
information and document sets, which can be used
for witness preparation and quickly converted into

The Benefits

hard copy binders.

Prepare faster and better for depos
and examinations
One-click witness reports and exports
Capture how witnesses relate
to key issues

Transcripts
Transcripts are a fundamental part of many cases.
Everchron integrates your transcripts with your core
documents and witnesses, so you can incorporate
testimony into your analysis and preparation.

Cross-transcript search
& reporting
Run complex and category searches across all your
transcripts, and generate insightful reports with
excerpts and analysis.

Native transcript viewer
Everchron’s proprietary transcript viewer provides a
clean read for your deposition and hearing transcripts,
as well as the ability to mark up excerpts.

Video playback
Utilize Everchron’s native video player to view your
deposition videos alongside your transcript bringing
testimony to life.

Hyperlinked exhibits
With our Hyperlinking Service, have all of your
transcripts fully hyperlinked to their cited exhibits.

The Benefits

Click to view the exhibits side by side with your
transcript.
Analyze and discuss testimony
as a team
View exhibits and video
alongside your transcripts
Easily search across all of
your transcripts

Secure Collaboration
Everchron utilizes bank-grade security, encrypting
data and documents in transit and at rest, to ensure
secure collaboration.

World Class Protection
Everchron’s data is stored in Amazon Web
Services’ (AWS) world-class, highly secure data
centers, staffed 24x7 by trained security guards.

AES 256 Encryption
Documents, metadata, OCR text, and comments
are encrypted at rest, both at the database and
file system level using AES 256 encryption.

Penetration Tested
Our web application and network infrastructure
undergo security audits and testing by an independent security firm to maximize the security of
your data.

Certified Data Centers
AWS continually manages risk and undergoes recurring
assessments to ensure compliance with industry
standards.

Contact Us
800 2649905
info@everchron.com
everchron.com
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Los Angeles, CA 90067

